
AGM Initial Report
The AGM minutes and reports will be completed and 
distributed in due course.

A good turnout was at the clubrooms for the AGM. 
Electons returned the same officers unopposed. The 
racing committee was elected to be Kevin Webb 
(senior race officer), Geoff McGill, Bruce Watson, 
Terry O'Neil and Allen Reynolds. Thanks to Julie for 
organizing the snacks and refreshments.

Allen Reynolds proposed a change to the schedule 
which manages to get a lay day into winter to cater 
for any lost days, and to have the Spring series 2 
weeks later. This was passed by the meeting.

Harry Bowles proposed that a Regatta day be held 
on Anniversary Weekend with the club arranging a 
Cup to be sailed for. Harry will draw up detailed 
proposals as invitations will need to be sent out 
around the New Year.

Ivan Fraser presented the trophys.

Gary Irwin received the 'Most Improved Newcomer. 
Geoff McGill coerced everyone to vote for the 
'Sandbaggers' trophy which resulted in him getting 
the most votes, beating me by 1 (my vote).

To general aclaim Geoff was also awarded the 
'Services to Radio Yachting' trophy for his work 
through the whole year ensuring that the sailing at 
the pond was organised well and enjoyable by all.

Sailing 14 November 2010

Ron Patterson from the Electron Owner's 
Association brought his dory to the pond in the 
morning and cleaned up and resited the buoys. 
The 'sunken yellow' had a puncture which he 
fixed by welding it with a soldering iron.

I went out with him to collect three, including the 
'basketballs', which he will repaint. Then we 
loaded it on his trailer. 

Ron in his dory, which had been built by his  
father.

A dozen or so seawinds sailed a few races while 
the clubrooms were prepared for the AGM.

Tanya, now a member, had a run in with Gary's 
boat and this unhooked the forestay on X'Factor.

Ivan sailed  the recovery line around this and it 
could be pulled back to shore.

Peter's General Lee ran into problem on the far 
side by the fountain and the recovery line had to 
be wielded agin, this time by James, 

Next Week(s):
November 21: Summer Series 1
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